WALADU – 2nd Skype meeting
24-07-2017

Points discussed:
1. New Iraqi emails
We experienced some problem with the emails of several Iraqi colleagues. Therefore the WALADU
coordination team asked to the Iraqi Operational Committee members to newly check them and to send back
the new working emails.
2. Workshop in Qadisiyah and Baghdad
The WALADU coordination team discussed with both the Qadisiyah and Baghdad the organization of the
stakeholders workshops to be held by both universities within the end of September 2017. The results will be
presented at the next WP2 meeting in Istanbul on the 2nd-3rd October 2017.
To this aim, the Qadisiyah team stressed the importance of having funds for organizing the workshops. This
problem is connected with the opening of bank accounts by each Iraqi partner (see point 3).
3. Iraqi bank accounts

WALADU Coordination Team will contact the EU Delegation in Baghdad to ask a support letter
for facilitating the process.
4. Preliminary WP2 meeting agenda
The WALADU coordination team introduced the preliminary agenda of the WALADU meeting in Istanbul.
Three main themes will be discussed during this two-days meeting:
1. Results of the stakeholders workshops in the three Iraqi universities and the creation of the new
internships in the frame of the new BA courses.
2. Presentation of the WALADU WP2:
A. List of WP2 activities, places and people
B. Presentation of training system methodology (TSM) to be applied during WP2
3. Discussion on the activities to be carried out during WP3
A. Presentation of WP1 report on Iraqi universities and accreditation procedures
B. Discussion on WP3 teaching units
5. New BA courses accreditation
The WALADU coordination team stressed the importance of well understanding the entire accreditation
procedure for the new BA course that we will create during 2018. Therefore, the Iraqi Operational
Committee members have been asked to provide the following info:
1 . What kind of documentation is necessary (what has to be provided by the EU and what by Iraq?)?
2. Which institutions are involved in this procedure?
3. How long does it take from the very beginning to the end of this process?
4. Any other useful information (ECTS credits and so on).
These data will be discussed during the next meeting in October in Istanbul.

